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ACCESSIBILITY.
Making the benefits of VANs accessible for all
Legacy systems and lack of interoperability can act as a barrier
for agencies, preventing them from accessing the latest in
payments technology. Lack of immediate payment capability
can also see agencies miss out on dynamic rates. Added to
this, the high cost of international payments, hindering access
to international suppliers and content. With low cost, immediate
payments that are accepted worldwide, eNett Virtual Account
Numbers (VANs) allow all agencies to remove the barriers that
impede growth and better service the needs of their customers.
Access to dynamic content
With suppliers offering large discounts to optimise inventory,
and an increasingly digital savvy consumer searching for the
lowest cost deals, taking advantage of discounted rates with prepayment is important to remaining competitive. The immediate
nature of VANs allows agencies to access dynamic and netcommission rates. These savings can be passed on to your
customers or used to boost your profit margin.
Access to international suppliers without the high costs
A barrier to moving into new regions can be the high costs, and
sometimes risks associated with international payments. Paying
by VANs means you are automatically connected to any supplier
on the MasterCard online network - that’s over 35.9 million
locations worldwide. And each unique VAN is protected under
the MasterCard guarantee, including chargeback capabilities to
lower the risk of fraud.
Access to cutting edge technology
VANs seamlessly integrate with existing booking and accounts
payable platforms. And because we have devised an innovative
fund-as-you-go model, we can get agencies on board within
days. This means you can take advantage of the latest in
payments technology, regardless of booking or payments
platform used.
Access to rewards
Unlike some loyalty schemes that give rewards dependent on
transaction volumes, the benefits and rebates available through
VANs are offered from the very first transaction1.

Access to multiple payment
channels
Once you fund the Pay-in
account, we offer our customers
multiple ways to pay suppliers,
so you can pick the option that
suits you:

1

Within Travelport point
of sale systems
With a simple VAN command,
eNett returns card number, expiry
and CVV details to the PNR. The
agent never needs to leave their
desktop.

2

Within eNett Payments
Platform
Agents can easily generate card
details within our web portal
and transfer details into their
booking. Real-time reporting and
amending or cancelling VANs is
simple.

3

Via eNett’s Application
Programming Interface
(API)
Agents can generate VANs
seamlessly from within their own
booking system using a simple
one-off API.

4

Via batch
upload
Upload a csv file to generate
multiple VANs and send for
payment.

If you would like more information on how VANs can help your business visit:
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www.enett.com

1 eNett VANs Terms and Conditions apply
In Australia, eNett International (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. ARBN 161 362 661, AFSL 441376 (eNett) is not authorised to provide financial product advice other than general
advice in relation to its own products. This document does not take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. You should consider the appropriateness of
the information in light of your own circumstances and the relevant Product Disclosure Statement before acting. Travelport may receive a benefit if you use an eNett VAN.
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